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Abstract: Traffic identification is a key task for any Internet Service Providers (ISP) or network administrators. Neural network is
an important research method on traffic classification, this paper introduces the important methods of traffic classification,through
study on Principal Component Analysis(PCA) and BP neural network. An improved BP neural network to identify traffic is proposed
and MOORE SET is used as dataset, meanwhile, building NOC SET dataset based on CERNET(China Education and Research
Network).the experiment results show that the accuracy rate of traffic classification based on the improved BP neural network model is
relatively high.Finally,this paper analyzes packet sampling impact on traffic identification.
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1. Introduction

Traffic identification plays an important in many funda-
mental network operations and maintenance activities to
detect invade and malicious attacks forbid applications,
bill on the content of traffics and ensure quality of ser-
vice. It increasingly becomes one of the most interesting
topics in network science and technology fields, especially
in recent years. The current network traffic identification
methods roughly are divided into five categories,(1)Port-
based method; (2) Deep packet inspection(DPI) methods;
(3)Network flow characteristic; (4)Host behavior [1]; (5)Ma-
chine learning methods. The machine learning methods
are divided into supervised and unsupervised machine learn-
ing. These are the more classic classification method; of
course, there is also individual QOS quality of service fea-
tures for classification [2].Through studying on BP neural
network method,we found some problems which can not
achieve high identification accuracy and in order to solve
some classification problems based on BP neural network.
We propose a principal component analysis method
(PCA) to improve BP neural network method. Experiments
results show that the new BP neural network classifica-

tion algorithm PCA BP can achieve better accuracy than
others. The paper is structured as follows: (1)Section 2 in-
troduces related work of traffic identification;(2)Section 3
proposes improved BP neural network algorithms and the
accuracy of traffic identification are evaluated based on
the MOORE-SET;(3)At last,we list the proportion results
which are classified by our identification algorithm.

2. Related work

The application identification problem has been changing
due the efforts of two factors that are in a continuous com-
petition. first, the applications, and especially those that do
not want to be detected (e.g., P2P applications), in order to
use the network resources without control. On the other
hand, a group of network operators, investigators and even
ISPs who need to know the traffic characteristics of their
networks to manage the resources or even charge the users
depending on their consumption.
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2.1. Research on traffic identification

Traffic identification has become a hot research, and it is
research foundation of QOS, intrusion detection, traffic mon-
itoring, billing and management. At the beginning of the
study on port-based method, this method is used as mark-
ing and identifying the traffic type by fixed port which
supplied by the IANA, the other method is aim at P2P
and some certain protocols, which adopt method based on
deep packet inspection, but this method has defect that
can’t get some encrypted information and can’t get the
new service type. Recently traffic identification has new
method. With appearance of the new service,ML method
has been applied to the traffic identification. In the fields
of traffic identification, there are roughly three research
directions:(1)Feature selection algorithm [3–8] (2)Classi-
fication algorithm [1,2,9–14](3)Different data sets, for ex-
ample, which can be divided into full packets or sampled
netflow flow [15–18] [19].Complementary information about
related work in the field of traffic classification can be
found in the survey of traffic classification techniques us-
ing machine learning in [20], the comparison of contem-
porary classification methods are presented in [17], the
survey on Internet traffic identification is explored in [21]
and the research review on traffic classification is shown in
[22].A critical but constructive analysis of the field of In-
ternet traffic classification is proposed in [23],and progress
and suggestions are given. Although some articles have
been studied on the classification algorithm, but the classi-
fication algorithm still exist some problems that need to be
solved, such as the neural network classification algorithm
is one point worthy of study. All previous research stud-
ies in traffic identification either use insufficient network
data, usually non-public, or use very few/meaningless met-
rics for evaluation, making it impossible to compare re-
sults shown in different papers[21].In addition,features se-
lection based on flow, especially the impact of the size of
packet traffic is always to be concerned. Therefore, in this
article we propose PCA BP method based on improved
BP neural network algorithm, while the size of different
packets will influence results of classification. And we also
analyze the impact of different sampling rate on classifica-
tion results.

2.2. BP neural network Algorithm

BP neural network, also known as back propagation neu-
ral network, which is feed-forward network composed by
the nonlinear transformation unit . BP learning algorithm
is the training of the basic methods of artificial neural net-
works.

2.2.1. Introduce BP neural network algorithms

BP neural network:
It is a common method of training artificial neural net-
works so as to minimize the objective function. Arthur E.

Bryson and Yu-Chi Ho described it as a multi-stage dy-
namic system optimization method in 1969.It wasn’t un-
til 1974 and later, when applied in the context of neural
networks and through the work of Paul Werbos,David E.
Rumelhart, Geoffrey E. Hinton and Ronald J. Williams
that it gained recognition, and it led to a ”renaissance”
in the field of artificial neural network research.BaoJian
et al.[24] proposed a theoretical result that an integer net-
work can present a good performance on approximating
continuous function. It is a supervised learning method,
and is also a generalization of the delta rule. It requires
a dataset of the desired output for many inputs, making
up the training set. It is most useful for feed-forward net-
works (networks that have no feedback, or simply, that
have no connections that loop). The term is an abbrevi-
ation for ”backward propagation of errors”. BP requires
that the activation function used by the artificial neurons
(or ”nodes”) be differentiable.
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Figure 1 structure of BP neural network

3. Methodology

3.1. PCA BP method

Suppose there are n samples, each sample has p features,
then construct the n*p matrix. As follows:

A =

 x11 x12 · · · x1p

...
. . .

...
xn1 xn2 · · · xnp

 (1)
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When features number p of the samples are very large
which enlarge dimensions of the sample,theoretically, hav-
ing more features should result in more discriminating power.
However, practical experience with machine learning al-
gorithms has shown that this is not always the case. Many
machine learning algorithms can be viewed as making a
(biased) estimate of the probability of the class label given
a set of features. This is a complex, high dimensional dis-
tribution. Thus we have to select best features to identify
traffic.Moreover most algorithms will take into account
the accuracy of classification results,and then analyze each
feature, find out the optimal set of features.The PCA algo-
rithm is used to deduce the input dimensions of BP neural
network and predigest model complexity, and find these
features to better reflect the more independent of each other
for identification. These new features can be made bet-
ter classification result. Assuming the original features is
x1,x2,...,xp,then new features will be z1,z2...,zp.

z1 = l11x1 + l12x2 + · · ·+ l1pxp

z2 = l21x1 + l22x2 + · · ·+ l2pxp

...
zm = lm1x1 + lm2x2 + · · ·+ lmpxp

(2)

(1)zi and zj (i ̸= j; i, j = 1, 2, ...,m) has nothing to do
with each other;
(2)z1 is the biggest variance in all linear combinations x1,x2,
...,xp;and z2 is the biggest variance in all linear combi-
nations x1,x2,...,xp which is not related to z1;zm is the
biggest variance in all linear combinations x1,x2,...,xp which
is not related to z1,z2,...,zm−1. This new feature set {z1,
z2,...,zp} is principal component of the old feature set {x1,x2

,...,xp}, the variance in turn decreases from the z1 to zm.
then we can select feature of few larger variance as princi-
pal components. Introduction of principal component anal-
ysis method is described,so the steps of principal compo-
nent analysis are summarized as follows:
(1)Calculate the correlation coefficient matrix

R =

 r11 r12 · · · r1p
...

. . .
...

rp1 rp2 · · · rpp

 (3)

In the formula (3),rij(i,j =1,2,...,p) is correlation coeffi-
cient of xi and xj , which is calculated as

rij =

n∑
k=1

(xki − xi)(xkj − xj)√
n∑

k=1

(xki − xi)2
n∑

k=1

(xki − xi)2

(4)

R is real symmetric matrix (ie rij = rji ), so you simply
only calculate the elements of upper triangular or lower
triangular to achieve the goal.
(2)Calculate the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
First, the characteristic equation solutions |λi − r| = 0

find the eigenvalues λi(i=1,2,...,p),and order them by size,
that λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ ...,≥ λp ≥ 0; and then were computed
the corresponding eigenvalue λi and eigenvector ei(i =
1, 2, ..., p).
(3)Calculate the principal components and the contribu-
tion rate of cumulative contribution

Contribution rate of principal components: ri/
p∑

k=1

rk(i =

1, 2, · · · , p)

Contribution rate of cumulative contribution:
m∑

k=1

rk/
p∑

k=1

rk

Generally the rate of 85-95% of total contributions to eigen-
values λ1, λ2, ...,λm corresponding to the first, second...
mth (mp) principal components.
(4)Calculate the principal component loading:

p(zk, xi) =
√
rkeki (5)

It can be further calculated principal component scores:

Z =

Z11 Z12 · · · Z1p

...
. . .

...
Zp1 Zp2 · · · Zpp

 (6)

Algorithm 1: PCA BP algorithm
// Initialize the weights in the

network (often randomly)
A = 0;
for each i ∈ [1, 249] do

if sum(c0(1 : i)) < 90 then
// c0 is Cumulative contribution

rate
A = i;
A++;
PCACOV (Ptrain);
PCAprincom(Ptrain);
generated the training set etrain;
PCACOV (Ptest);
PCAprincom(Ptest);
generated the testing set etest;
O=neural-net-output(network, etrain);
// forward pass
T=output for etrain;
Calculate error (T-O) at the output units;
Compute ∆wh for all weights from hidden layer

to output layer;// backward pass
Compute ∆wi for all weights from input layer to

hidden layer;// backward pass
continued

Update the weights in the network;
Until all examples classified correctly or
stopping criterion satisfied;
Return the network;

else
Goto exit
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Algorithm PCA BP presents the training set and test
set by PCA.The sequence of steps that we show in Fig-
ure.2.The procedure mainly set cumulative contribution rate <
90 and calculate the PCA data for training and testing data
set.With these data, we re-enter as the BP network to train
and test data. The process of machine learning classifica-
tion is shown in Figure.2:
1.Collecting traffic: Collecting network data from network
traffic and organizing the flow from traffic.
2.Selecting traffic features: Optimal selecting the known
traffic features through feature selection algorithms.
3.Classified the traffic by machine learning algorithm: Us-
ing the machine learning classification algorithm to clas-
sify network traffic data.
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Figure 2 Process of Machine learning, traffic classification

3.2. Algorithm Evaluation

In this paper, we use the routine evaluation standard for
verifying the effectiveness of our identification algorithm.
The effectiveness of the current flow identification algo-
rithm has the following three concepts evaluation criteria.
And the concepts involved are as follows:
TP (true positive): The flows of application A are classified
as A correctly, which is a correct result for the classifica-
tion;
FP (false positive): The flows not in A are misclassified as
A. For example, a non-P2P flow is misclassified as a P2P
flow. FP will produce false warnings for the classification
system;
FN (false negative): The flows in A are misclassified as
some other category. For example, a true P2P flow is not
identified as P2P. FN will result in identification accuracy
loss.
The calculating methods are as follows:
Precision:
The percentage of samples classified as A that are really in
class A
Precision = TP

TP+FP (6)

Recall:
The percentage of samples in class A that are correctly
classified as A
Recall = TP

TP+FN (7)
Overall accuracy:
The percentage of samples that are correctly classified
Overall accuracy=

∑n
i=1 TPi∑n

i=1(TPi+FPi)
(8)

4. Experiment

4.1. dataset

4.1.1. NOC SET dataset

In order to validate the method and analyze the impact fac-
tor,we adopt NOC SET as dataset.as is shown in table
1.We collected network traffic data from southeast univer-
sity,and use ourself l7 filter modify software to label
the flow.l7 filter modify is developed based on L7filter
[25].at last,we generated NOC SET dataset.

4.1.2. MOORE SET dataset

This MOORE SET data was randomly sampled in sev-
eral different periods from one node on the internet. This
site was shared by about 1,000 researchers, technicians
and management staff of three research institutions, and
connected to the Internet through a full-duplex Gigabit Eth-
ernet link. Each full-duplex traffic on this connection was
captured in a full 24 hours period, so the original traffic-set
contained all full duplex traffic connected the node in both
link directions. Since the original traffic-set is too large,
Moore divides it into ten subsets by randomly sampling
method.Detail MOORE SET dataset showed in table 2.

4.2. Feature metric

A.Moore et al. [26] collected 249 kinds of features of the
network flow,while many features are interrelated,leading
to large quantities of computation and low identification
accuracy.So in this paper we choose some flow metrics as
shown from table3.Metric features are composed of net-
work behavior characteristic with label.Which is labeled
by l7filter software.

4.3. Comparison of classification algorithm
with Moore-set dataset:

In this paper, we adopt experimental data based on the
MOORE-SET data set [2],and Use MATLAB,WEKA,the
corresponding classification algorithm [27]. MOORE-SET
data firstly are divided into two data which are respective
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Table 1 NOC SET dataset

AppID Application Protocal Flow number Proportion

1 WWW HTTP 4943 64.6
2 Bulk FTP 39 0.5
3 Mail IMAP,POP3,SMTP 91 1.19
4 P2P BitTorrent,eDonkey,Gnutella,XunLei 1414 18.5
5 Service DNS,NTP 433 5.7
6 Interactive SSH, CVS, pcAnywhere 6 0.08
7 Multimedia RTSP,Real 20 0.3
8 Voice SIP,Skype 276 3.6
9 Others games, attacks 431 5.6

Table 2 MOORE SET dataset

AppID Category Application Flow number Proportion

1 WWW HTTP,https 328091 86.91
2 BULK FTP 11539 3.056
3 MAIL pop3,Imap,Smtp 28567 7.567
4 DB Sqlnet,Oracle 2648 0.701
5 SERV Dns,Ntp,Ldap 2099 0.556
6 P2P Kazaa,Bittorrent,Gnutella 2094 0.555
7 ATTACK Worm and virus Attacks 1793 0.475
8 MULT Media Player,Real 1152 0.305
9 INT ssh,klogin,Telnet 110 0.029
10 GAME Halflife 8 0.002

Table 3 bidirectional flow feature

Feature Feature Discription

lport low port number
hport high port number
duration Flow duration
Transproto Stream transport protocol used (TCP / UDP)
TCPflags1 TCP header flag, or (OR), transport layer protocol is UDP, the feature is 0
TCPflags2 TCP header flag, or (OR), transport layer protocol is UDP, the feature is 0
pps Packets/duration
bps bytes/duration
Mean packets arrived time duration/packets
Biodirection Packets ratio Forward packets/ backward packets
Biodirection Bytes ratio Forward bytes/ backward bytes
Biodirection Packet length ratio Biodirection packets length ratio
Biodirection packets Forward packets + backward packets
Biodirection bytes Forward bytes + backward bytes
tos Biodirection TOS OR from NETFLOW
Mean packet length Biodirection bytes/Biodirection packets
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Figure 3 Results of traffic classification using MOORESET

Table 4 the classification Overall accuracy rate of
BP,PCA BP ,NBF(NaiveBAYES+FCBF)

Classification Overall accuracy

BP 57.8933%
PCA BP 99.1353%
NBF 99.6742%

20% test data and 80% training data, and then the data set
collected in the same 1% proportion are analyzed by PCA
method. And we compared our method that is PCA BP
with BP. In order to evaluate and analyze effectiveness of
the method about PCA BP .We study traffic classification
distribution. From Figure.3,we can see that the data is di-
vided into 10 categories(WWW,MAIL,BULK,DB,SERV,
P2P,ATTACK,INTERACT,GAMES,MULT). Classification
accuracy of improved BP method has been greatly increased,
especially on the accuracy of database and service reflected
more apparent. Classification overall accuracy of PCA BP
are shown in Table 4 based on MOORE-SET data. Table
4 indicated the improved BP neural network achieved bet-
ter result than normal BP method; moreover, overall accu-
racy almost is same to NBF.From Figure 3(a),(b) we can
see the precision and the recall of P2P and the attack have
improved. The reason for high accuracy is that the pro-
portion of P2P and ATTACK is relatively small, it will
result in training BP neural network to be affected, and
PCA BP method exact high dimension features to low
dimension through the principal component analysis, the
impact of sample imbalance on the classification results
reduce to a minimum.MOORE-SET data set has 249 fea-
tures, dimensions of time and efficiency of classification is
too large will have a negative impact,Lim,Y et al.[28] uses
only 36 features which include:protocol,source and des-

tination ports,the number of packets,transferred bytes,start
time,end time,duration,average packet throughput and byte
throughput,the size of the first ten packets,max/min/average
standard deviation of packet sizes and inter-arrival times,the
number of TCP packets with FIN, SYN, RSTS, PUSH,ACK,
URG (Urgent), CWE (Congestion Window Reduced),and
ECE (Explicit Congestion Notification Echo) flags set (all
zero for UDP packets).This paper also build NOC SET
dataset which is constructed by bidirectional flow charac-
teristic.

4.4. Comparison of classification algorithm
with NOC-SET dataset

Experimental data for the NOC SET data set (Table 5 as
fellows)is used in experimental platform. The actual mea-
sured IP trace is analysis data [29], and the collecting site
is a 10G backbone channel on Jiangsu Province border of
CERNET. We adopted DPI method to mark Flow and gen-
erated NOC SET dataset. In this section, we use the first
few packets as statistical data, respectively, analyze impact
of the first 1-10 packets on the results of the classification
and compared PCA BP method with NBF and BP. Traf-
fic classification result is showed in Figure.4.

As shown in Table 5,Classification result indicates that
PCA BP could achieve better accuracy compared with
BP neural and NBF.But observing from Inter and Service,
classification accuracy of PCA BP is lower than the NBF
method.From Service to Inter types,Precision of NBF meth
od is reduced, while the PCA BP is in increments, so
that NBF method is easily affected by the number of train-
ing samples, while the PCA BP is not vulnerable to the
impact of the training sample dataset.Bernaille et al.[30]
mentioned packet size would affect traffic classification,
showed by Figure.4,experiment results show,The statistics
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Table 5 Classification performance(Precision and Recall) for NOCSET

Category
Algorithm

BP PCA BP NBF
Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall

WWW 98% 100% 99% 100% 98.5% 99.2%
P2P 58% 100% 75% 100% 93.7% 91.2%
Mail 83% 91.3% 90% 99% 100% 100%
Service 58.90% 100% 70% 99% 90% 90.4%
Inter 84.5% 100% 81% 100% 84% 100%
Multimedia 100% 75% 90% 80% 60% 100%
Voice 35% 50% 45% 55% 37% 50%
Others 44% 46% 48% 77% 45% 60%
Overall
Accuracy 68.83% 89.2357% 86.7764%
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Figure 4 The impact of first several packet size on classification

characteristic of first several packets in each flow could ac-
curately classify network traffic. Among three classifica-
tion algorithm BP, PCA BP , NBF, the overall accuracy
of the PCA BP algorithm is highest.Another noteworthy
that we found the first 4 and 5 packets are the key point of
traffic classification accuracy mentioned by articles [30].

4.5. Impact of sampling rate

Nowadays,packet sampling method mainly adopt random
packet sampling method which is sampling ratio 1/N.Packet
sampling not only reduces number of flows, more impor-
tantly, it is possible to change distribution of flow behavior
and differences degree. For example, consider the distri-
bution of flow length as feature(unit:packet),the sampling
distribution of differences before and after a long flow, the
following theorem:

Theorem 1. If the flow length in two of the original dis-
tribution of the sample space was no difference,then under

any random sample ratio the distribution still was no dif-
ference

Proof 1. Before sampling, assume the original distribution
of flow length is pb(len), packet sampling ratio is p, then
after sampling,distribution of flow length is pb(len):

pa(len = l) =
Θ∑
i=l

pb(len = i)clip
l(1− p)i−l (7)

Assume we known that the distribution of two original flow
length is no difference,then for any i, two sample space
Pb(Len = i) are the same; and Cl

i , p
l, (1− p)i−l are con-

stants. Therefore, for any l, two sample space Pa(Len = l)
is the same, after sampling, distribution still is no differ-
ence. Theorem 1 shows that, in unsampled environment if
flow length can’t considered as behavior characteristics of
protocol.Meanwhile,after any sampling ratio, χ2 statistic
should be kept at a level close to 0, it is still not regarded
as feature.

Theorem 2. If original distribution of flow length are dif-
ferent between in both sample space,differences of sam-
pling distribution significant difference compared with the
original distribution is smaller.

Proof 2. Let packet sampling ratio be p, then for each in-
dividual flow, its probability of being drawn is pflow:

pflow(len = i) = 1− (1− p)i (8)

Although the different flow length, the probability of flow
being drawn is different.But when the flow length is a fixed
value,that is,i is regarded as fixed value,here flow sampling
rate Pflow(Len = i) is a fixed value. Therefore
1)If the two original distribution exist the differences when
Len=i,In sampling procedure the larger flow samples will
be taken away more of its proportion of total flow;
2)If two original distribution is no difference when Len=i,then
in the sampling procedure will be taken away two samples
where the same proportion of flow.
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Table 6 sampling ratio impact on precision

``````````̀Application
Sampling Ratio

p=1 p=1/10 p=1/64 p=1/128 p=1/256 p=1/1024

bulk 91.36 93.48 87.05 85.37 73.02 65.43
web 92.05 93.18 89.38 82.56 71.42 53.86
mail 99 92.77 74.59 65.60 53.39 42.53
P2P 92.94 92.81 90.42 87.59 75.09 61.29
Mm 99 64.09 31.18 20.50 20.45 82.52
serv 91.34 90.42 75.30 70.25 54.45 38.62
int 92.35 86.45 62.08 58.67 41.42 21.18
voip 92.36 93.24 83.53 80.31 66.12 43.65
others 90.30 94.13 86.72 83.26 68.27 62.74
total 89.2357 90.2137 87.35 86.59 65.5 60.43

From table 6 we can see.When the packet sampling ra-
tio p=1/128,the overall accuracy rate of PCA BP method
is over 85%, which can be used to meet the demand of pro-
tocol identification under the environment actual sample
ratio. However, when a small number of sample flow pro-
tocol is less(such as interactive application type),classifica
tion accuracy is still low. In this experiment,we compared
our method with well-known NBF and BP by adopting
sampling rate 1/1, 1/10, 1/256.The results are shown in the
Figure.5.
Observed in Table 6, we can see it’s not monotonous for
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Figure 5 Impact of sampling on traffic classification results

sampling impact on application, the accuracy ratio of traf-
fic identification is increase firstly and then decrease with
the sampling ratio increased. Shown in Figure.5, when the
packet sampling ratio p=1/10, the identification overall ac-
curacy of PCA BP and precision of most applications
have been increased.Moreover when the sampling ratio is

low, application behavior gets less affection, while the cor-
responding short flow is discarded at large probability, so
that it makes application identification accuracy improved.
In particular, the accuracy of OTHERS category is im-
proved obviously due to the flow noise’s lost, the accuracy
ratio improves from 90% to 94%. However,with packet
sampling ratio increases continually, the total identifica-
tion accuracy of PCA BP method and precision of var-
ious protocols all reduce due to the effective information
and quantity of sampling flow declining, when the sam-
pling ratio p ≤ 1/256 and the overall accuracy less than
66%,except for WEB,BULK and P2P.Identification preci-
sion are below 70%. Further observing the table 6,with
the increasing of sampling rate,we can find that the pre-
cision of flow which is reduce less become slowly de-
cline.Formula 8 shows that the more packets appear in
flow, the lower is sampling ratio of corresponding flow
,then which will be selected at larger probability.Therefore,
FTP,P2P and other protocols flow in table 6, their propor-
tion reduce slowly with the sampling ratio increases.which
will show that these flows length is longer. So it can col-
lect a larger number of flow records during sampling. At
the same time, the long flow could provide the more cal-
culable metrics and more extensive effective information
for traffic identification,which make the identification ac-
curacy of this protocol to decrease more slowly.

5. Conclusions

BP neural network is widely used in artificial intelligence
fields,this paper proposed the improved BP neural network
algorithm,and on this basis,the introduction of principal
component analysis (PCA) model, detail study on the PCA
algorithm, and adopted the improved BP neural network
method (PCA BP ) to classify traffic for MOORE-SET
as data set, moreover,compared with two other methods
which is the BP neural network and NBF(NaiveBayes+FCB
F) method,the results show that,PCA BP neural network
are greatly improved on classification accuracy.To further
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prove PCA BP method is effective,this paper collect the
data in Jiangsu provincial network border and organize
trace into flow record such as data sets NOC SET ,the
experimental results show that PCA BP neural network
classification accuracy is high, the paper also studies that
different packet size impact on classification results, the
results show that the first 4 and 5 packets selected will be
a key point. Moreover, we analyze the impact of sampling
ratio on traffic identification and compare our method with
the other two methods.Adopting our method to get much
better identification results in the same sampling ratio.
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